Qualitative Case Study Research in International Business: Designing and Theorising from the Case Study

This workshop covers the diversity of qualitative case study research and provides resources for participants to consider and develop their own research practices. It also positions the use of case study research in the broader methodological evolution of the IB discipline over time.

The workshop is divided into two interrelated parts focusing on the following topics: (1) considerations for designing case research; (2) the theorising possibilities of the case study under different philosophical orientations. Each part of the workshop will be based on an analysis and discussion of examples of IB case research, which will be set as pre-reading.

(1) Possibilities for designing the case study: How do we select cases and design the study? What is the process of casing? How are different philosophical traditions manifested in decisions about case selection? What is the unit of analysis in case study research? How does case selection relate to theorising? As a case researcher, how can you best defend your methodological choices?

(2) The theorizing potential of the case study under different philosophical orientations: How do ontological and epistemological assumptions affect views about the case study? What are the common misconceptions surrounding case study theorising? How do authors from different traditions define their theoretical purpose? How do we theorise from the case study? How do we persuade reviewers of the quality of our case study?
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